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Abstract 

Most of the frameworks or assistance systems for experiment specification do not provide a process 

explicitly based on formally specified hypotheses. This deficiency leads to inaccurate or insufficient 

record of an experiment, decreasing the trustworthiness and reproducibility of the experiment. 

Moreover, the wide variety of models, metamodels, tools, and data for experimentation requires Global 

Model Management (GMM) that is utilizing Model-Driven Engineering techniques, facilitates 

documentation, sharing, reusability, and replicability of simulation experiments. In this study, we strive 

to illustrate how to support simulation experimentation with hypotheses as a scientific workflow through 

GMM with an extension to the Simulation Experiment Description Mark-up Language (SED-ML). In 

particular, we present a megamodel built to serve as a repository to manage the artefacts employed in a 

simulation experiment. Based on the SED-ML, and enriched with hypothesis handling, our megamodel 

attempts to address all the phases of a simulation experiment, including specification, input data 

generation, execution, and output data analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In many sciences and engineering problems, theories and hypotheses about what makes a 

system work, or explains some phenomena in terms of cause and effect relationships, are put 

forth. Then, research scientists conduct experiments to test hypotheses with a set of goals and 

questions in mind. The values of the input variables of the system are modified deliberately, 

and the resulting output values are evaluated and measured. Experiments produce evidence 

about whether proposed theories are supported or not [1]. In this sense, a scientific process 

involves the following steps: 

1. Formulate well-structured research questions about a problem and origin. 

2. Acquire statistical hypotheses from the questions to answer the questions. 

3. Generate some logical consequences of hypotheses in the form of expected behaviour. 

4. Design experiments to test the underlying assumptions about the phenomena. 

5. Validate the experiment for relevance and reliability. 

6. If necessary, design computer simulations (methods for generating behaviour from a 

model), execute it, and interpret results. 

7. Evaluate the correctness of hypotheses, and if necessary, revise the model, experiments, or 

expected behaviour. 

      With current developments in computational science and engineering, the main practical 

problem is a better understanding of the real-world processes becomes time-consuming, error-

prone due to limitations of human perception since both simulation experiments and 

simulations as software are usually created manually. For this reason, evaluating the quality of 

experiments becomes necessary, and the correctness of the simulators that execute the 
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simulation models is a significant aspect of this evaluation [2]. In this sense, defining simulation 

models at a germane level of abstraction and accuracy, and designing experiments with ample 

information would leverage the quality of experimentation. Having a complete record of the 

experimental conditions increases the credibility and reproducibility of scientific experiments 

[3, 4]. 

      Nowadays, domain-specific languages (DSL) and mark-up languages have critically 

influenced academic dialogue on having accurate and sufficient records of simulation 

experiments. Frequently implemented, DSLs are valuable to develop the experiment 

specification and design efficiently with the focus on a particular domain for development, and 

enabling recording and reusing of the experiments for reproducibility purposes [5]. Mark-up 

languages are also coming to the fore to provide a standard for simulation experiments. 

Simulation Experiment Description Mark-up Language (SED-ML) [6] is an XML-based 

format, which uses MIASE standards for encoding, exchanging, and documenting simulation 

experiments [7] to improve communication among the scientists. It facilitates sharing 

experiment descriptions, validation, and reuse of simulation experiments. SED-ML provides 

standardization of the entire process that enhances the reproducibility and credibility of 

simulations. Even though SED-ML has several useful features for simulation experiments, 

hypothesis specification is not covered, and we believe that adding the missing piece in this 

study will enrich the experimentation process significantly. 

      Keeping the complete record of simulation experiments becomes even more arduous when 

it comes to scalability. Because there is a growing number of simulation experiment projects, 

and these models need a supportive environment that is easy to be used by non-programmers 

for sustainability and manageability of the related models, or performance analysis [8]. The 

experiment models, a specification for an experiment defined by a DSL or mark-up language 

in the environment should be accessible and compliant with the other models, such as 

represented system or data. In particular, the environment must support loading, saving, editing, 

deleting, archiving, searching, and executing models. Moreover, when numerous models are 

involved, users encounter burdensome system management issues, including the need to 

maintain consistency. We recognize that simulation experimentation brings up the following 

issues: 

• logical complexity at multiple levels, such as domain modelling (conceptual modelling) 

issues, 

• model complexity, 

• simulation complexity, 

• heterogeneity of the operational environments for simulation execution, 

• challenges in experiment design. 

      In that respect, Global Model Management (GMM) [9] concept was already proposed to 

solve the model management issues in a study that supports simulation experiments with 

megamodelling [10], i.e., essentially managing models and their relations. GMM aims to 

manage a large and varied set of artefacts produced in modelling-in-the-large projects that adopt 

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) methodology. 

      The aim of this work is to attempt to keep a full record of the experimentation process by 

incorporating formally specified hypotheses into the experimentation with the support of MDE 

methodology. The benefit of having formally specified hypotheses is to enrich the simulation 

experiments with more parametrization, improving the evaluation of the experiments and 

testing of the hypotheses. At the same time, we want to hold the standardization for sharing and 

documenting the models and experiments among the research scientists. Within the framework 

of these criteria, it is of interest to investigate if a widely accepted representation format for 

simulation experiments can be extended with a formal hypothesis specification. Therefore, we 

propose a simulation experimentation process based on a partially extended SED-ML with the 
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hypothesis by getting user-defined hypotheses with models as an input, designing experiments 

to validate these hypotheses, executing and analysing them. We essentially establish explicit 

links between hypotheses and experiments. For illustration purposes, we briefly introduced a 

study about the predictive analysis of hospital bed availability. This particular study is also a 

good opportunity to reveal the versatility and sufficiency of SED-ML extended with a formally 

defined hypothesis in other areas than computational biology experiments. 

      The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 (Related Works), we 

present an overview of the existing works on the specification of simulation experiments and a 

foundational background for the study. Section 3 (Methodologies) presents Model-Driven 

Engineering methodology with the Global Model Management concept, Signal Temporal Logic 

for hypothesis specification and SED-ML for Simulation Experiments. Further, in Section 4, 

we explain our megamodel specification for Hypothesis-Driven Experiment Design and carry 

out a small study for predictive analysis of hospital bed availability in Section 5. Finally, 

Section 6 gives conclusions and future work directions. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Automating and recording experiments are significant for the reusability and reproducibility of 

scientific research [11]. In this sense, combining experimental design, model, and hypotheses 

in one process [12] with an appropriate connection improves experimentation practices. There 

are studies to standardize simulation experiments and provide accurate and sufficient records 

of simulation experiments [13]. This demand brought on the experimentation workflows as a 

response. For example, recently, in [14] the authors proposed an artefact-based workflow to 

examine the specified requirements and develop methods to accommodate goal-directed 

guidance to the user. Even though the reproducibility issue is well-covered by the current 

assistance systems for the entire life-cycle of an experimentation process, still, no experiment 

generation procedure or framework, to our knowledge, has considered integrating a broadly 

embraced standard computer-readable exchange format such as SED-ML to improve the 

usability of simulation experiments among experimenters and software tools in a globally 

managed megamodel environment. As well as promoting a standard with SED-ML, our method 

of megamodelling also contributes to the reusability concept by keeping the integrity of the 

simulation artifacts, i.e., any kinds of by-products produced during the development of 

simulation, in a fast-growing environment. 

      The use of formalisms for experiment design is salient to address the experiment 

specification and design, and reproducibility of the experiments [15]. In this sense, simulation 

experiment description languages such as Simulation Experiment Specification via a Scala 

Layer (SESSL) [16], have been designed. SESSL is an internal DSL embedded in Scala, helping 

to define and generating experiments. An experiment designed in SESSL consists of model 

specification, the description of replications, the stop state for the simulation run, the objective, 

and the range and optimization method. Furthermore, dedicated mark-up languages, e.g., SED-

ML [6] based on XML, pure functional programming languages [17], and ontologies have 

proven to be competent in specifying and managing simulation experiments. For this study, it 

is of interest to achieve the replicability of the experiments developed in diverse DSLs, 

ontologies [18], or other formal standards and yet continue being compatible with the scientific 

community. 

      The literature review has proven that numerous studies subsist as frameworks or assistance 

systems, and languages or formal standards to formulate and execute a simulation experiment. 

However, scarce authors have recognized the fact that current formalisms do not derive 

experiments incorporating hypotheses to enhance the reliability of the research [19]. This paper 

initially fills this gap in research, so far lacking in the scientific literature. Specifically, we will 
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provide a hypothesis-based experiment design process that takes system specifications, data 

sets, and the hypothesis concerning the system as inputs, and automatically generates an 

executable and validatable experiment as an output. With this experiment design process, we 

aim to solve the aforementioned simulation experimentation issues in the Introduction section 

by easing the burden of experimentation complexities at multiple levels. Additionally, the 

hypothesis specification is always carried along with the process so that no information is lost 

or wasted. Then, with the help of GMM, variety of DSLs, formalisms are aimed to supported 

within the same environment. 

3. METHODOLOGIES 

While designing and realizing our megamodel for the Hypothesis-driven experiment design 

process with a SED-ML extension, we relied upon from Global Model Management and 

megamodel concepts to establish a customized hypothesis-based process design for simulation 

experiments. For realizing the idea, we utilized and integrated different instruments such as a 

formalism for hypothesis specification (Signal temporal logic [20]) and SED-ML. In this 

section, we will first explain hypotheses and statistical hypotheses testing, and each of the 

methodologies with their purpose and necessity in our work. Later in Section 4, we will reveal 

how they contribute to our megamodel realization and how they support the integration of the 

phases of the experiment design process. 

3.1  Hypotheses and statistical hypothesis testing 

A hypothesis refers to a formal claim about a state of a natural population that assumes relations 

between variables that belongs to an object of investigation [21, 22]. In statistics, hypotheses 

are tested assuming that the probabilities are distributed over the values of the variables from 

the observed data models [23] and the hypothesis testing involves two statistical hypotheses: 

null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses, which is being called the test of significance [24]. 

Basically, a null hypothesis represents the hypothesis to be tested, whereas an alternative 

hypothesis is an alternative to the null hypothesis, and the alternative hypothesis is promoted if 

the null hypothesis is not viable. After defining the hypotheses, a formal hypothesis testing 

procedure to determine whether to reject a null hypothesis is followed. 

      There are different types of statistical tests and many factors plays a role for a selection, 

such as the quantity and level of data, or the statistics preferred in the study [25]. However, for 

the sake of simplicity, we opted to extend the SED-ML with null and alternative hypotheses 

specifications only. We acknowledge that further work needs to be performed to enrich our 

hypothesis specification with more features of statistical testing, such as significance level. 

3.2  Simulation Experiment Description Mark-up Language 

The Simulation Experiment Description Mark-up Language (SED-ML) [6] is an XML-based 

format, developed for the encoding of simulation descriptions on computational models of 

biological systems. Its purpose is to store information about the simulation experiment 

performed on one or more models with a given set of inputs. As the number of computational 

models, their size, and complexity are increasing at an ever-increasing pace, the need for 

building on existing studies by reusing models becomes more and more evident. Remarkably, 

various efforts to standardize the representation of computational models in various areas of 

biology increases the need for exchange and reuse of models. SED-ML aims to fill the gap by 

offering reusable and exchangeable models. The SED-ML format consists of six major blocks: 

1. DataDescription entity specifies datasets for a simulation experiment. 
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2. Model entity is a reference to the models applied in the simulation experiment and to define 

procedures on these models before simulation (e.g., changing the value of an observable). 

Each instance of the Model class has a unique and mandatory id. 

3. Simulation entity assists in the execution of the defined algorithm(s). 

4. Task entity serves for a single simulation at a time. An experiment description can have as 

many tasks as required. The tasks do not require a specification for ordering. 

5. DataGenerator entity produces post-processing procedures and applies those procedures 

to the simulation result before achieving the output. The post-processing steps can include 

mathematical manipulations such as normalization of data or mean-value calculation. 

6. Output entity specifies the simulation output. 

3.3  Hypothesis extension to SED-ML 

Toward a proposal to extend SED-ML to support hypothesis-driven simulation experiments, 

we added a new block, called Hypothesis, to specify hypotheses to the SED-ML specification. 

A Hypothesis entity specifies single or composite hypotheses with a relation among them to 

test the statistical hypotheses. In this study, SED-ML with hypotheses extension represents the 

intermediate experiment model for our model transformations, particularly for the SED-ML to 

Xperimenter (a DSL for experiment design [26]) model transformation. The advantage of 

having an intermediate experiment model such as Xperimenter is that enhancing the reliability 

of the generated models by enabling the replication and validation of the intermediate model, 

itself. 
 

 

Figure 1: Hypothesis extension for SED-ML metamodel. 

      Fig. 1 depicts a simplified metamodel definition of the statistical hypothesis extension for 

the SED-ML. The extended hypothesis block in SED-ML consists of one or more conditions 

with many expressions representing the STL equations and the expression relations are shown 

with logical operators, e.g., and, or. Notably, each listOfExpressions block can have multiple 

expressions with multiple operators and a temporalOperator. And each condition can have a 

single temporalOperator. A temporalOperator describes T, P, S and A abbreviations within a 

time interval, e.g., P[1, 1]. Also, the listOfRelations explains the relations among the hypotheses, 

or if it leads to the hypothesis expression in the case of a null hypothesis. The relations between 

the hypotheses are represented with the relation. A relation can be EXPLAIN, if there is a single 

null hypothesis with multiple conditions that lead to the hypothesis expression. Or a relation 

can be CONTRADICT if a null hypothesis is going to be tested with an alternate hypothesis. 

Finally, a modelReference associates the expressions of the hypothesis to an actual model. 
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3.4  Past time Signal Temporal Logic 

Signal Temporal Logic (STL) is a formalism that extends the linear temporal logic [20], and it 

is a system of rules and symbolism for representing real-valued signals [27]. An STL formula 

is composed of the Boolean and temporal operators and predicates in the form of linear 

inequalities. There are several practical usages such as runtime verification [28], and analysis 

of time series data [29]. In this study, for now, we focus on the past time fragment of STL called 

ptSTL to specify our hypotheses with a formal method. In this sense, ptSTL only allows the 

past time temporal operators. In our opinion, ptSTL has the potential to represent the dynamic 

simulation models [30], where the state variable changes with respect to time (e.g., a car moving 

through a road). Thus, we made use of ptSTL formulas to correspond to the time course 

simulation experiments, defined in SED-ML for the continuous time systems. A ptSTL formula 

is defined with the following grammar in Eq. (1) [31]: 

φ = 𝐓|xi~c|¬φ|φ1 ∧ φ2 |φ1 ∨ φ2|φ1𝐒[a,b]φ2|𝐏[a,b]φ|𝐀[a,b]φ      (1) 

      According to Ergurtuna and Gol, in the grammar, a signal variable is represented by xi, 

where ∼ ∈ {<,  >} and c is a constant. The letter T represents the Boolean constant true. The 

standard Boolean operators are represented by ¬, ∧ and ∨. Also, the temporal operators with 

time interval [a, b] are represented with S[a, b] (since), P[a, b] (previously), and A[a, b] (always). 

Finally, the semantics of a ptSTL formula is defined over a signal for a given time interval. 

3.5  Global Model Management 

Global Model Management (GMM) aims to provide support for modelling in the large. The 

objective is to handle models, metamodels, and their properties and relations in a model 

engineering environment. GMM is a technique to create, store, view, access, modify, and 

remain the information associated with all these modelling elements. Initially, Bézivin et al. 

[10], then, other authors have presented several modelling repositories such as REMODD [32] 

and MDEForge [33]. The foremost objective of the studies is to provide platforms that are 

making the artefacts stored and acquired readily with the dependencies among the artefacts. 

      Being a Model-Driven Engineering environment, GMM has the following characteristics: 

• Large number of heterogeneous artefacts such as models, metamodels, model 

transformations, and source code. 

• Modelling artefact relationships such as predefined (e.g., conformsTo) and ad hoc (e.g., 

weaving models). 

• Tools for different purposes such as Model to Model (M2M) transformation engines, 

compilers, and workflow engines for simulation experiments. 

4. A MEGAMODEL FOR HYPOTHESIS-DRIVEN EXPERIMENT 

DESIGN 

Our ultimate vision is to attempt to provide a design process to guide the experimental scientists 

by creating an MDE-based ecosystem. Toward this vision, the GMM concept leads us to the 

management of such a complex system. Accordingly, we launched a megamodel that embodies 

the modelling artefacts of the scientific experimentation methods, and the required groundwork 

necessitates building a metamodel for simulation experiment megamodels. The convenience of 

using the megamodel is that the conforming megamodels can be defined and expanded in time 

by the experimental scientists for their particular experiments. We call the megamodel 

GMM4SE [9], short for Global Model Management for Simulation Experiments. GMM4SE 

identifies the supported types of modelling artefacts as metamodels, transformations, and the 

relationships between metamodels and model transformations. The user works with them as a 
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cohesive unit, where the artefacts represent data, transformation, or model relationship for a 

particular megamodel. Fig. 2 straightforwardly depicts the megamodel conforming to the 

GMM4SE metamodel. 

 

Figure 2: Overview of megamodel for simulation experiments [9]. 

      Since our goal is to corroborate a Hypothesis-Driven Experiment Design process, we 

integrated frameworks, DSLs, and a workflow engine that are serving for the experimentation 

domain into the megamodel, including model transformations. Based on SED-ML, our 

experiment model transformations are always performed from SED-ML to target experiment 

model. Our proof of concept megamodel specification contains a model-based solution 

comprised of three kinds of modelling artefacts: 

1. A metamodel for the megamodel, capturing the modelling artefact’s details and their 

dependencies, 

2. Metamodels, models and model transformations of the languages for experiment 

specification (e.g., STL, Xperimenter for Simulation Experiments, SED-ML), 

3. Metamodels and models of the workflow management engines for experiment design, 

capturing the steps for creating, executing, and analysing the experiments (e.g., Kepler 

Workflow Management System). 

4.1  A workflow for Hypothesis-Driven Experiment Design process 

We will give an example to illustrate how to carry out our Hypothesis-Driven Experiment 

Design process with the megamodel and artefacts. Fig. 3 shows the user operations for the 

model and hypothesis creation, respectively. The following items detail out the steps. 

1. The user creates a system model for the system under study and collects/generates data sets 

for the defined system. This system model consists of input and output variables, limits and 

intervals for these variables, and a tracing formula to mark the time traces of the model for 

the given hypothesis. The data sets should contain values for the input variables. 

2. The user specifies a hypothesis for a system under study (e.g., hospital bed availability 

prediction), in a formally defined hypothesis language (e.g., STL). 
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Figure 3: The workflow for Hypothesis-Driven Experiment Design process. 

      When the user completes the system and hypothesis specification, our workflow for 

Hypothesis-Driven Experiment Design takes action. The workflow handles the model 

transformation to create an experiment from the specified hypothesis, also manages the 

execution, validation, and analyses of the generated experiment. 

      Our workflow for Hypothesis-Driven Experiment Design, defined as a workflow, is given 

in Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 4: The Kepler workflow for hypothesis-based experiment design. 

The followings explain the main modules that carry out the workflow: 

1. Hypothesis 2 Experiment Transformator: is responsible for translating a formal language 

to an experiment specification (specifically, from ptSTL to Xperimenter model 

transformation, and SED-ML). 

2. Experiment Executor: translates experiment specification into an executable, runs the 

executable and returns the throughputs (specifically, from Xperimenter to Kepler Workflow 

Management System). 

3. STL Trace Checker: validates if the result of the experiment fits to the user-defined 

hypothesis, and finds the non-fitting time traces. 

4. Analysis Tool Executor: enables analysis options for the user. 

5. A PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS OF HOSPITAL BED AVAILABILITY 

DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

In order to gain a preliminary demonstration of a megamodel and the process for the hypothesis-

driven experiment design, we opted for a current and simple study domain to degrade the 
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complexity of the proposed system. The study investigates how to design and execute an 

experiment from a hypothesis with a system model and data as the user input in order to have 

a complete record of an experimentation process. At the same time, achieving a variety of 

experiment models is another purpose to create a GMM eco-system for experimentation 

process. We consider that a hospital bed availability prediction system serves excellent for this 

purpose based on its importance, especially during COVID-19 pandemic. A rise in the number 

of COVID-19 patients burden hospitals and it is also a valid indicator of the necessity of taking 

further measures against the pandemic. 

5.1  Hypotheses about hospital bed availability in Ankara during COVID-19 

The Hospital bed availability study is modelled based on the hospitals in the capital city of 

Turkey, Ankara dedicated to serving the COVID-19 patients in Table I. There exist six major 

hospitals and these hospitals are intentionally selected as they serve most of the patients in 

Ankara. Authorities state that depending on the daily situation and their capacity, the hospitals 

transfer patients to the closest hospitals. For example, if the Bilkent Hospital gets filled up, the 

closest hospitals Ankara Gazi Hospital and Sehit Sait Erturk Hospital will start to admit more 

patients than average, depending on the increase of daily COVID-19 patients. Thus, keeping 

the accurate number of occupancy and predicting the possible increase in the number of patients 

becomes quite important for the healthcare professionals. 

Table I: Selected hospitals with COVID-19 services in Ankara and their capacities [34]. 

Code Hospital name  Bed capacity  

h0 Ankara Gazi Hospital 117 

h1 Bilkent Hospital 3810 

h2 Diskapi Yildirim Beyazit Education and Research Hospital 300 

h3 Gulhane Education and Research Hospital 1150 

h4 Sehit Sait Erturk Hospital  115 

h5 Yeni Sincan Hospital 480 

      Hospital bed availability became one of the major concerns in many countries during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, we formulated our concern based on the previously established 

steps of the scientific process in the Introduction section, with an appropriate question 

addressing the problem and hypotheses targeting to solve the problem. Specifically, the 

formalized questions as ptSTL formulas describe the hypotheses where j represents the number 

of daily COVID-19 patients, and k represents the daily number of admitted COVID-19 patients 

from the neighbour cities at a certain state. 

1. Question: What are the conditions that lead to fullness on hospital h1 on the next day? 

2. Conditions: The following conditions in Eq. (2), defined according to the formal 

specification in Section 2.4 originate fullness on hospital h1 on the next day: 

𝜑 =  𝜑1  ∨ 𝜑2 ∨ 𝜑3           (2) 

𝜑1 = P[1,1]((ℎ1 > 1500 ) ∧ (𝑗 > 3000) ∧ (𝑘 > 50)) 

𝜑2 = P[1,1]((ℎ1 > 2500) ∧ (𝑗 > 3000)) 

𝜑3 = P[1,1]((ℎ3 > 900) ∧ (𝑗 > 3000) ∧ (𝑘 > 50)) 

      Each sub-formula 𝜑1, 𝜑2 and 𝜑3 states a condition that leads to fullness on hospital h1 

on the next day. 

• 𝝋𝟏: on the occasion of more than 1500 patients at hospital h1, the number of hospitalized 

COVID-19 patients (j) is more than 3000, and more than 50 patients get transferred to 

Ankara (k),  

• 𝝋𝟐: on the occasion of more than 2500 patients at hospital h1 and the number of 

hospitalized COVID-19 patients is more than 3000 (j), 
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• 𝝋𝟑: on the occasion of more than 900 patients at hospital h3, the number of hospitalized 

COVID-19 patients (j) is more than 3000, and more than 50 patients get transferred to 

Ankara (k). 

3. Null hypothesis (H0): If one of the condition occurs, then the hospital h1 observes fullness 

by growing 80 % over its capacity where the condition is h1 > 3048. 

4. Alternative hypothesis (H1): If one of the condition occurs, then the hospital h1 does not 

observe fullness by growing 80 % over its capacity where the condition is h1 ≤ 3048. 

      We assign our individual hypothesis-based experiment design workflow in Fig. 4 for the 

remainder of the steps (4, 5, 6, and 7) of the scientific process. However, for reasons of space, 

only the experiment result of the study is given in this paper, and the complete study with the 

extended SED-ML file can be found in the GitHub repository [35]. 

5.2  Experiment result 

Trace analysis is a useful technique for verifying formal proofs. A trace checker analyses the 

traces and outlines any violations of the proffered formula. Due to its frugality and practicality 

of the method, employing a trace checker for STL specifications appears to be reasonable in 

terms of experiment result validation in this study. Taking that into consideration, we employed 

the STL Trace Checker [31] to validate the experiment output that we conducted. The trace 

checker takes the previously stated conditions for the hospital bed availability analysis for the 

hospital h1 alongside the generated datasets and returns the proving and disproving data traces. 

The output of the STL Trace Checker appears to tally with our expectations for the number of 

the traces providing the conditions, i.e., 62, and the number of the traces the disproving the 

conditions, i.e., 4. 

      Based on the quantitative comparison of the throughputs from the STL Trace Checker and 

the experiment run we conducted, we also observed that the throughputs are consistent with the 

analysis reported by us. Therefore, we can humbly claim that our workflow is a working 

environment that keeps the full record to design and execute an experiment from a hypothesis 

with a system model and data from the user. Additionally, the workflow is capable of achieving 

different experiment models by employing SED-ML to target model transformation (e.g., SED-

ML to Xperimenter). 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Our study fundamentally confirms that we applied the initial step toward a reference 

implementation of a Global Model Management environment for Hypothesis-Driven 

Experiment Design. During this attempt, we benefited from the megamodelling techniques that 

expedite the management of models with a variety of operations. Moreover, we conducted a 

study that fills the gap between a hypothesis and the relevant experiment by accomplishing an 

experiment derivation from the hypothesis. Altogether, our study for hypothesis-based 

experiment design connects experimental design, model, and hypotheses in a single process 

with a widely acknowledged simulation experiment description language, i.e., SED-ML. It 

enhances the replicability of scientific experiments and the reproducibility of scientific results 

with a scalable experimentation medium. We believe that our research will serve as a base for 

future studies on the experiment design, such as expanding our experiment design with Type I 

and II Errors for complete statistical hypothesis testing. 

      As we proceed to expand the megamodel with new DSLs and formalisms for experiment 

design and management systems, we realize that future investigations are necessary to enhance 

the precision and reliability of the specification mechanisms and introduce new model 

transformation algorithms that map hypotheses to experiment designs. This insight leads us to 

blend agent technology with our megamodel. Coupling cognitive computing to simulation 
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experiments in Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) environment [5] is an idea to address various 

activities in scientific discovery such as defining problems, building mechanisms to model a 

system, answering the questions. 
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